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Protesting UMaine Foundation

Anti-apartheid rail
by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer

Calling it "one of the largest
demonstrations since the Vietnam War era," one organizer
of Friday's anti-apartheid rally
says he is hoping to convince
by Cathy Stanley
the UMaine Foundation to
Staff Writer
divest funds in South Africa.
However, said Steve Gray, a
member of the Maine Peace AcA committee to study
non-alcoholic programming-- tion Committee, if the foundamet Thursday to report and, tion shows "no good faith efdiscuss the resuks of an infort" in the near future, "civil
formal survey of alcohol-free
disobedience will be conactivities offered on campus.
sidered."
For this survey, the camGray said Friday's rally will
consist of a demonstration on
pus was divided into areas
the front steps of FogJer Library
such as Residential Life, student activities, and the
shortly after the scheduled pep
athletic department. Comrally, followed by a march to
mittee members examined
foundation treasurer Thomas
what each department ofHarper's office in Crossland
fered for activities.
Hall, where the marchers —
primarily members of the
After individual reports
MPAC — will present a series
were given, committee
members agreed the problem
of demands to the foundation.
was not with the number of
The demands, Gray said,
activities offered but with the
center on the foundation's
promotion of them.
refusal to divest.
William LucN associate
"It is a socially and morally
irresponsible position to
dean of student activities
take," he said. "ere calling
and services, said the problem was "trying to get the
on the foundation to join with
word Out."
the UMaine board of trustees
Representative of the
and accept their recommendaSenior Skulls, Matthew
tion to divest."
Stiker, said,"It's a matter of
Gray said the BOT voted during the summer of 1982 to
getting people to read them
recommend divestiture and that
(handouts of events)."
The committee is looking
UMO President Arthur
into the possibility of buying
a full page of advertising
space in The Daily Maine
Campus. The page would be
in Thursday's edition of the
paper and it would provide
space for any group sponsoring an activity to advertise
under the heading of "Enterby John Strange
tainment This Weekend" or
Staff Writer
a similar title.
One gap the committee
A 10-member committee has
discovered in alcohol-free acbeen formed in the search for a
tivities was the absence of a
new dean of the College of Arts
non-alcoholic night club.
and Sciences.
"We're going to start
Ronald Tallman, associate
something, it's in the makvice president of academic afings," said Sorenson, vice
president of student government. He has already met
with Residential Life on the
subject.
"If we can find the
space," Sorenson said, "I
don't see why we can't have
a student-run pub."
The committee is looking
into the financial aspects of
the proposal and an appropriate place for a pub.
The committee plans to
meet again next week to
review any new information
they receive and to decide on
'Ronald Tallman
final recomendations to be
fairs,
said Thursday that eight
submitted to Dwight Rideout
faculty
members and two
and Thomas Aceto dean and
students have been named to
vice president of student and
the committee by UMO Presiadministrative services
dent Arthur Johnson.
,respectively.
TWo of the faculty members,

A scene from last spring's nay condemning apartheid in front of the Memorial Union.
A
similar rally is planned for Friday. (file photo)
Johnson has sided with the
"This will symbolize the
made public a report condemBOT.
foundation's continued pro- ning apartheid but refusing to
Johnson said the foundation fiting from racism in South
divest, Gray said. He called
has "a fiduciary responsibility" Africa," he said.
both the report and the into the university, and that he
Gray said the shanty town vestigation before its issuance
can do no more than offer his will be manned constantly "for "a total farce" and a
advice.
as long as it takes," and that "whitewash."
"These are experienced if nothing is accomplished
"The foundation has refused
business people and in- within a reasonable period of to really back up their rhetorical
vestors," he said. "They are, time, more demonstrations and condemnation of apartheid,"
however, dealing with social incidents of civil disobedience he said.
issues."
will be considered.
"There's a word for that,"
Following the presentation of
"This will show our deter- Gray said. "It's called
demanu., the demonstrators mination to persist with our hypocrisy."
will march to the Mall where, in anti-apartheid activities until
Mike Howard, assistant profront of Fogler Library, they the foundation divests," he fessor of philosophy and
an
will construct a "shanty said.
MPAC member, said that Fri.
town," Gray said.
Recently, the foundation
(see RALLY page 2)

2nd annual convocation
Search committee
formed for new dean scheduled for today
David Sanger of the anthropology department and
Michael Lewis of the art department, were recommended by
the faculty of Arts and
Sciences.
Three of the faculty members
were recommended by the
Council of Colleges. Tallman
said Johnson and the staff of
academic affairs selected three
more faculty, including a
chairperson for the committee.
The six rirmbers named were
Ann P. Burnes, English;
Thomas
Duchesneau,
economics; Charles Smith,
physics; Jane Pease, history;
William
Small, foreign
languages; and Bonnie Wood,
zoology. Burnes will serve as
chairwoman.
Stephen H. Gelatt was
nominated by the graduate student board to represent
graduate students on the committee. Ron Stewart, nominated
by student government, will
represent undergraduates.
The faculty members received letters from Johnson
(see SEARCH page 2)

by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
The president of the
Denver-based Education
Commission of the States
will deliver the keynote address at UMO's second annual fall convocation Friday.
Dr. Frank Newman, an expert in education administration, will talk on the "Role
of the University in the 21st
Century."
The convocation is designed as a coming together of
UMO faculty, professionals
and classified employees for
the new academic year. It will
be held in the Memorial
Gym.
Dee Green, assistant to Dr.
Newman,said,"He has done
several convocation speeches
this year. We like to do things
for people when they ask,
and Maine is a member of
our corrunission."
Robert Whelan, the assistant to UMO President Arthur Johnson, said, "Dr.
Newman was chosen by the
President's Task Force on

•

•

Preparing Ourselves for a
Changing World and (the
choice) was ratified by President Johnson."
Whelan said the task
force, comprised of people
from both on and off campus, considered a number of
speakers and their various
areas of expertise. They
chose Newman because "he
could have relevant things to
say about how universities
change."
Newman has been president of the ECS since
January. The ECS was
created to assist state,
political and education
leaders by undertaking
education research.
Newman was president of
the University of Rhode
Island for nine years and
director of university relations at Stanford University
for six years.
He has a doctorate in
history from Stanford
University and a master's
degree in economics from
Columbus University.
•
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(continued from page 1)

Wednesday afternoon, asking them to
, serve on the committee, Tallman said.
Unless he hears a reply to the contrary,
he said, the people named will serve on
the committee. "Hopefully, they all will
be willing to serve."
He said the committee will meet for
the first time Oct. 30 or 31 to discuss
procedures and responsibilities.
Tallman said Johnson wants a recommendation from the committee by
March 1, 1986.
The search for the new dean began
last rar when 150 candidates applied for
the job vacated by Karl Nitbb in the
spring of 1984. When the committee
decided in mid-April that none of the
candidates was right for the job,
Johnson asked acting can Stephen Norton to continue in that capacity.
This year's search began when the college began placing ads in The Chronicle

of Higher Education and Maine and
other regional newspapers in July.
The advertisement states the applicant
should hold a doctorate, have at least
five years of university teaching experience and have a "record of scholarly publication or professionally recognized achievement in the arts." The
salary is negotiable for the position,
which is available July 1, 1986.
"It has to be a person who has enough
overview of what a liberal arts education
is," said Small, a professor of German."He or she should have a sense of
what the mission of the college is: liberal
arts."
Tallman said his office has received 69
applications. In addition, 10 nominations have been submitted.
Anyone can submit a nomination to
him, he said, and a letter stating why the
nominee should have the job. He would
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then notify the faculty member of the
nomination, asking if he or she will
stand as a candidate.
"We have some awfully good applications so far," he said. The majority of
the applications are from out of state.
The deadline for applications is Nov.
12. After that date, the committee will
begin the job of screening the applicants.
Tallman said he hopes the committee
can pare the list down to four or five
candidates by Christmas. The final candidates will be brought to the campus at
UMO's expense.
The search process has started early
enough to get good candidates before
other colleges can hire them, he said.
"I haven't seen any advertisements
that can compete with us at this
point," he said.

by Berke Breathed

day has been designated as a
day of nationwide protest
against apartheid.
"Locally," he said, "I hope
it persuades the foundation ...
to divest. Nationally, it will
show widespread popular support for sanctions' by the U.S.
government against South
Africa.
Howard said President
Reagan's sanctions are only
"nominal measure&"
Gray said the national protest
was organized by the American
Committee on Africa, a
research and lobbying committee based in New York, and by
several student leaders from
across the country. It also coincides with United Nations'
Political Prisoners Day, he said.
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Battered women suffer
many types of abuse
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer

ii

Battered women are abused physically, emotionally, sexually, and
economically, the author of "Women
and Male Violence" said Thursday.
Susan Schechter said 2 to 4 million
women are battered each year, and one
out of three women will be sexually
assaulted at some point in her lifetime.
During her lecture, Schechter spoke on
spouse abuse and some myths about
what causes the abuse.
"Battery is first and foremost an abuse
of power," she said.
Through the years women have been
blamed for being battered, and
Schechter said people often believed that
women were abused because they were
too masculine, too feminine, too aggressive, too passive, or frigid, to name
a few reasons.
She said that although women do hit
their husbands, it is women who actually get battered.
Schechter said she considers physical
and sexual battery to be when women
are hit, kicked, raped, or when the
woman's child is sexually abused. Also
considered battery, Schechter said, is
emotional abuse such as humiliation and
harassment. Economic abuse includes
withholding money, such as failure to

provide enough money to supply
children with necessities.
She said abuse is not always a physical
action, but also includes a_ pattern of
coercive control by the husband that
keeps the woman in fear of abuse.
Schechter said she believes a reason a
man might abuse his wife is because of
his belief in his "right to control (his)
spouse ... and use of violence to get his
own way."
The myths that alcohol, drugs or
stress cause the abuse is false and is
generally more of an excuse than a cause,
she said.
Traditionally, she said, in this society
men were not condemned for abusing
their wives. In fact, she said that up until a few years ago many states did not
consider it a crime for a man to beat his
wife, and in some states wife abuse was
considered a misdemeanor rather than
a felony crime.
In some cases, wives were not granted
injunctive relief from being beaten by
their husbands unless they filed for
divorce, Schechter said.
She said societal institutions such as
hospitals supported the view that wife
abuse was all right.
Schechter said a 1976 Yale/New
Haven Hospital survey showed that out
of 1400 women treated in the emergency room claiming they were injured by
their spouses, doctors only considered 75
cases abusive.

A jogger takes to the bice path Thursday, taking advantage of the conditions before the winter snows hit Orono. (Armentrout photo)

UMO employees benefit from free courses
by Cathy Stanley
Staff Writer
Not everyone attending UMO are
traditional full-time students. Some are
employees taking advantage of an
academic benefit offered by the
university.
UMO employees are allowed to take
two courses a semester free of charge,
said Tracy Bignev, director of employee
relations.
"It's generally felt that if an employee
is going to take time and learn more, it
benefits the university," Bigney said.
The benefit has been in existence since
at least the early 1970s. Records were not
kept before that time, said Susan Randall, budget analyst in administrative
services.
Employees have always expressed an
interest in taking classes and an average
of 215 of them enroll each semester, she
said.
Part-time permanent employees are
allowed to take only one course per
semester, Randall said.
Diana Estey, the assistant registrar,
started taking classes she was interested
in that had not fit into her

WE'RE
FIGHTING_ -4
FOR YOURIff
LIFE

undergraduate program in 1970, she will be a senior next semester in the Colsaid.
lege of Life Sciences and Agriculture stuAfter completing 33 credit hours Estey dying child development and family
said she decided to try for her masters relations.
degree in Student Personnel Services.
It will take a total of eight years to
She completed the degree in two and complete the degree, Rowe said.
one half years, but said it was not easy.
Rowe had been out of high school for
"Working 40 hours and taking two twenty years before she came to UMO
courses makes for a pretty structured life. to work and study. She said this benefit
I had to plan every hour of every is what drew her to the university.
day," Estey said.
At times Rowe said she had to skip
Most classes are taken at night. The4 breaks and add that time to her halfhour
employees supervisor checks the request lunch break when she woul& attend
a
for classes to avoid time conflicts with class. She also gave up earned vacation
the employee's job, said Del Anne Rowe, days to make up for class time.
administrative assistant to the registrar.
Both Rowe and Estey said without this
Rowe began taking classes in 1980 and benefit they never would have received

MAINE FOOTBALL
and

this education because they could not
have afforded it.
"To me it's one of the greatest selling
points for working here," Estey said.
Estey said that being single was an advantage because she had to spend her
time concentrating on herself.
Rowe said her family is very supportive and her husband helps with the
cooking, vacuuming and cleaning.
"It's benefited our relationship,"
she said.
Both Estey and Rowe plan to continue
taking courses.
"I feel great about what I've done. I
just think I'm a whole better-round person," Rowe said.
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World/U.S. News
Hijackers captured; plane forced down
WASHINGTON (AP) — American
F14 warplanes intercepted an Egyptian
aircraft carrying four Palestinian hijackers, forcing the plane to land Thursday night at a NATO base in Sicily where
the gunmen were taken into Italian
custody, according to White House
spokesmen.
" ... it should send a message and a
strong one, that we will do what is
net-y-ccary to apprehend those who are involved in terrorism. We will do it again,
if the opportunity presents itself,"
White House spokesman Larry Speakes
said in an unusual late-night briefing.
He said that "in a matter of hours"
the United States would "pursue prompt
extradition so prosecution could be

undertaken foc the murder of 69-yearold American tourist Leo Klinghoffer.
Italian authorities have expressed their
own plans for prosecuting the men.
"This operation was conducted
without firing a shot, Speakes told
reporters. He said the four Palestinians,
who hijacked the Italian luxury cruise
liner Achille Lauro on Monday, were in
Italian custody "for appropriate legal
proceedings"
Asked what the Palestinians said as
they were taken from the plane, Speakes
said, "I judge they probably had an expletive or two.
Speakes said President Reagan approved the interception plan at mid-day,
giving general approval while visiting a

Sara Lee baking plant in Chicago and
giving final go ahead while returning to
Washington aboard Air Force One.
The intercept took place immediately
north of Egypt, above international
waters of the Mediterranean as the hijackers hoped they were flying to safety.
The Palestinians, who surrendered to
Egyptian authorities on Wednesday, had
bargained for "safe passage," and the
airplane was heading for Tunisia.
"The president directed that U.S.
forces intercept the aircraft," Speakes
said, part of a U.S. policy calling for "apprehension, prosecution and punishmenti" of terrorists.
"The United States will seek extradi-

tion on grounds an American citizen was
murdered," Speakes said. " ... Our
law permits it."
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He said there was no agreement with
the Italian government on the extradition
request. Italian authorities have said they
want to prosecute, since the cruise liner
was sailing under an Italian flag when
the hijackers took control. A government source reinforced that view Thursday night.
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During the intercepted flight, according to administration sources, the Tunisian government
apparently heading
a U.S. request to deny sanctuary to the
hijackers — refused the Egyptian plane
permission to land.
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NEWS BRIEFS
House votes cut
in textile imports
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WASHINGTON (AP)—
Unfazed by a threat of a
presidential veto, the House
voted today to sharply cut textle and apparel imports that
supporters argue "have stolen
our jobs."
"This is the last gasp of this
industry—don't say you weren't
told," declared Rep. Ed
Jenkins, D-Ga., in an emotional
appeal to the House before it
approved the measure 262-159
and sent it to the Senate.
Free-trade forces countered
that textile-state lawmakers inflated their claims about
damage to U.S. markets from
imports
and
resulting
unemployment. They said the
bill was bound to boomerang
on farmers, workers and consumers by bringing retaliation
in East Asia against American
exports.
The textile bill is the
spearhead of more than 300
similar measures in the hopper
in response to an estimated $150
billion U.S. trade deficit this
year.

Three blacks killed
on S. African holiday
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) — Three more
blacks were killed in antiapartheid violence by fellow
blacks, while white South
Africans celebrated a national
holiday at beaches, barbecues
and parades Thursday.
Kruger Day, which honors
the memory of 19th-century
Afrikaner leader Paul Kruger,
gave many whites a chance to
take a long weekend to enjoy
the warm southern hemisphere
spring at beach resorts near
Cape Town and Durban.
Not far from those beaches,
the rioting that has wracked
black townships for 14 months
flared again in black and mixedrace townships.
Police said Thursday that
three people were killed in the
disturbances, bringing to five
the number of deaths in the
previous 24 hours.

Flood death toll
may reach 500
PONCE, Puerto Rico
(AP)—The National Guard
ordered everyone out of
Mameyes shantytown Thursday
after Puerto Rico said it was
considering making a common
grave of the mudslide that was

believed to have buried up to
500 people this week.
Gov. Rafael Hernandez Colon said a decision will be made
soon whether to seal off the
disaster site outside Ponce to
avoid an outbreak of disease.
Col. Jose Luis Carrillo, the
National Guard officer in
charge of the rescue operation
in Mameyes, said he was convinced at least 500 people remain buried under the avalanche. He said he based his
estimate on aerial photographs
taken of Mameyes before the
emergency.
"You can see the area was
densely populated, although
you can't tell exactly how many
homes there were because trees
blocked the view," he said.

Yul Brynner, 65,
dies of cancer
NEW YORK (AP)—Yul
Brynner, the man who was king
for a record 4,625 performances
in the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical "The King and
I," died Thursday after a twoyear battle with lung cancer. He
was 65.
With him at The New York
HospitalCornell
Medical
Center were his fourth wife,
Kathy Lee, and his four
children, said Josh Ellis, a family spokesman.
"He faced death with dignity and strength that astounded
his doctors. He fought like a
lion," Ellis said.
Lights on marquees and
theaters along Broadway were
to be dimmed at 8 p.m. Thursday "in the king's memory,"
Ellis said.
Brynner was born Taidje
Khan on Sakhalin Island, north
of Japan. His father was a
Mongolian mining engineer
who later changed the family
name to Brynner. His mother
was a gypsy who died at his
birth

Orson Welles dead
at age 70
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Orson Welles, who created the film
classic "Citizen Kane" and a
radio tale about a Martian invasian that terrified millions of
listeners, died Thursday at his
home, authorities said. He was
70.
"The cause of death appears
to be natural'in origin," said
Donald Messerle, assistant chief
of coroner's investigations.
The portly actor's death was
reported to the coroner's office
at 11 a.m. by Hollywood Division police, he said.
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Caller claims Italian
hijacking a mistake
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — An
anonymous caller claiming to represent
the Palestine Liberation Front said today guerrillas intended to leave the
Italian ship Achille Lauro at Israel's
Ashdod port to attack a military target.
But members of the cruise ship's crew
"discovered the guns and our commandos were forced to hijack the vessel,"
the caller said in a telephone call to a
Western news agency in. Beirut.

"The intention was to disembark at
Ashdod to carry out an operation
against a specific Israeli military target
there," the caller claimed.
There was no way to authenticate the
call.
He denied his comrades killed any of
the passengers. An American Jew is
believed to have been killed during the
seizure of the ship.

Vietnamese agree to
some U.S. excavation
UNITED NATIONS(AP)—In what
could be a major brealcthough in the
search for Americans missing in action,
a topranking Vietnamese Cabinet
minister says his government i's agreeable
in principle to allowing U.S. excavation
teams into the Hanoi area for the first
time.
Vo Dong Giang, a Cabinet minister
without _portfolio and the secondranking official in the Foreign Ministry,
told The Associated Press Wednesday
that with regard to joint excavations: "In
principle we are agreeable except in the
crash sites where our security cannot
permit foreigners to have access."
A State Department official, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, said
the Vietnamese had expressed their
agreement in principle to the proposal
at meetings in Hanoi Aug. 28-29 and in
New York Sept. 27 with Richard
Childress, the National Security Council's' political and military affairs
director.
The first official U.S. excavation in
Communist territory was carried out last
February in southern Laos at the site
where a C-130 transport was shot down
in December 1972.

In his interview with the AP, Giang
disclosed Tor the first WI1i- details of
Vietnam's three-part plan designed to
settle the MIA issue within two years:
- The Vietnamese will do the major
part of the searches.
- In cases where it is extremely difficult
to reach crash sites such as those in deep
water or in an abyss where cranes and
other heavy equipment would be needed, Hanoi would ask the U.S. for help.
- Giang said his government was
agreeable to joint excavations.
A Pentagon official said that he
thought the first such excavation would
be at the site of a B-52 bomber crash,
but said he understood the project was
still in the discussion stage.
Giang said he agreed with the U.S.
State Department that the talks were the
most positive step in more than four
years of trying to account for the 2,455
American servicemen and civilians still
listed as missing or unaccounted for in
Southeast Asia, including 1,811 in
Vietnam.
Thus far, Vietnam has turned over the
remains of 108 Americans, according to
Pentagon records.

Shultz says arms sale
'absolute necessity'
WASHINGTON(AP) — Secretary of
State George Shultz told skeptical
senators Thursday that approval of the
Reagan administration's $1.9 billion
arms sale to Jordan is an "absolute
necessity" for ultimate success in the
search for peace in the Middle East.
Testifying before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, Shultz said Jordan's King Hussein has taken
"courageous moves" toward opening
negotiations with Israel, and added that
from the king's point of view, "you like
to feel that peace has friends, and the
friends of peace will stand with you."

Legislation to block the sale is expected to be introduced in both houses
of Congress, and GOP leaders have cautioned the administration to expect a difficult fight.
Several members of Congress believe
Jordan should not receive additional
military equipment until Hussein begins
direct negotiations with Israel.
LATE SLEEPERS WORSHIP
.11 am Sunday
Lown Room, Union
The Maine Christian Association
Tom Chittick chaplain

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.
CAMPUS CORNER
Friday 10/10
Saturday 10/11
Monday 10/14

'Happy Hour' 5-8; Pub 8-1
Danny Brayall &
Steve Glenn Cross 9-12
Monday Night Football
(BYOB) 9 p.m.
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Editorial

From
the
Top

Modern colonialists
T
hey may argue over the best solution for
South Africa's problems. But the UMaine
Foundation and the Maine Peace Action Committee agree on one thing:'
Apartheid stinks.
Apparently, MPAC members and others have lost patience with the Foundation. MPAC is taking it to the
street by organizing a rally Friday on the Fogler library
steps.
At issue is the Foundation's investigation committee that was formed to investigate its holdings in U.S.
companies that do business in South Africa. Although
results from that report have been released to Foundation members only, the public has the right to know
at least one thing:
How many companies in the Foundation's pooled
portfolio are run by modern-day colonialists, the same
as their ancestors who gobbled up huge chunks of the
world in the 19th Century?
In South Africa, whites are not ready to accept
blacks there as equals. Blacks do not have enough
leverage to encourage whites to do so.
That's how South Africa found itself dmending into
civil war. Certain issues are nonnegotiable.
Every society has its--for lack of a better phrase—
idiot prejudices. For South Africa, the principle one
is that in 1652, the Dutch East India Company stationed itself on territory that people had lived on since the
early developement of the human species.
Records show that the abongine and earliest invading
whites had farmed together on the eastern half of

southern Africa.
The discovery of diamonds in the 19th Century
changed forever that sleepy station into the South
Africa that we know today.
White immigration continued and thrived. The issue
of human rights faded as people saw there was money
to be made. A chaste system had started where a person's occupation determined one's social class. And,
in time, both became linked with the drawing of racial
lines.
By 1820, British conquest of the Cape Colony meant
that England could, and did, give thousands of English
people free passports to Africa. And land grants, too.
This white immigration continued.
Genera there are whites today who are colonialists
the same as their ancestors were, who wantonly ignored
human rights.
Roots run deep for white South Africans. South
Africa is their country. But it also belongs to the
descendants of the people who lived there before the
whites arrived.
Most Foundation members want peace in South
Africa. They probably would not hestitate to change
their investment policies if they could learn from
history.
Our foreign policy at UMO needs to place human
rights as a higher priority.

See, Goodmam FClokcs, -totaly unsettkedi
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DOUG IRELAND

Parking
Parking. It's what you would call a
vanishing species across this beautiful
campus of ours.
It's parking, or the lack of it, at UMO
that gives all headaches at one time or
the other as we struggle to find a place
to park.
Many people, including myself, must
frequently cruise from one parking lot
to the -next just to find a space. The
situation is ridiculous. We need more
parking spaces on campus and it's about
time something is done.
So let's take it from the top.
There is dearly not enough parking at
UMO to accommodate its approximately 11,000 students. The 300 new spaces
created this summer have failed to put
a dent into the carrouswide parking problem. More spaces are needed — and in
a hurry.
Three times this week I had to cruise..
the parking lot near the Memorial Gym for nearly 10 minutes on each occasion
just to discover that the nearest parking
space was in the unpaved lot near Alfond
Arena.
Yes, you know. The place covered with
mud, puddles, and rocks the size of your
fist. The place that isn't even fit for raising livestock. Every time I park there and
another car passes mine, I wince as my
car is showered with muddy water and
stones which miss my windshield by inches. There is no justice.
I hate to be the guy to complain, but
I know I'm not the only one who has
problems finding parking spaces.
Every day at 9 a.m., there is a mad
dash in each parking lot on campus as
motorists battle for the few -spaces
available to them. It takes steady nerves
and a heavy foot on the pedal to grab
one of those few available spaces — even
if it is 1,500 yards from where your first
class meets.
If you're like me, you jump in your car
and leave your house five minutes before
class starts, only to arrive 10 minutes late
and end up leaving your car in the middle of a no parking zone.
If you're lucky, you won't get ticketed.
But chances are you will. It seems the
university purposely doesn't have
enough parking just so it can receive
thousands of dollars in revenue each year
from people who are given tickets.
Although this may not be the real
reason cars are ticketed, one would never
know. On more than one occasion, I
have been the victim of "ticket happy"
ticketers. A few wars ago, I was compelled to park my car in an area not
specifically designated for parking
because there wasn't an available space
for at least 500 yards from my dorm.
The next day, I discovered two tickets
on my car — each issued five minutes
apart from other and handed out by the
same person. Another time, I was issued
a ticket because it was thought I didn't
have a parking decal. Six inches away
from where the ticket was left, my decal
was in full view.
It's about time the parking problem
is permanently solved. The university
should either put in more parking spaces
or stop ticketing vehicles. Or it should
at least hire intelligent people to do the
dirty work.
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Response
when writing

No credible investigation

The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and
commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or less;
commentaries should be about 450 words. Anonymous letters or commentaries and open letters
are welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special circumstances. The Maine Campus reserves the
right to edit letters and commentaries
for length, taste and libel

To the editor:
The University of Maine
Foundation, in response to increasing pressure to divest its
holdings in companies doing
business in South Africa, promised to form a conunittee to
investigate this issue and compile a report stating its findings
by the end of September. Well,
here we are, the middle of October, anxiously awaiting to
hear the in-depth analysis of the
committee members into the
issue of divestment. Has anyone
attended any meetings? Have

Group stroke
To the editor:
Re: The "Ball on the mall."
For those of you lucky
enough to have missed the
"mini-Bumstock,"
congradulations! As can be expected of anything the OffCampus Board is involved in it
was another selfindulgent,
group stroke for the deadheads
on campus. I felt as though I
should go home and check to
see if my calender read 1985 or
1969. It was sad.
Where was the Music
Department? I'm sure they
could have provided a jazz or
funk band that would be
interesting!

Group ball
To the editor:
Thank you to all the people
that helped make the "Ball on
the Mall" a great sucess. And
a special thanks to Paul Anderson, because without Paul we
couldn't have had the event.
Also, thanks to Mike Riley,
The Daily Maine Campus,
WMEB, Student Entertainment

Commentary

Where was the WMEB
crowd? I'm sure they could
scout out an up-and-coming
rock band!
Anything, anything except
more Grateful Dead clones! If
I wanted to hear aimless guitar
solos and hippie karma I'd
build a time machine and aim
for Haight-Ashbury.
Someone should line up all
of the OCB and have them To the editor:
repeat, "Living in the past is
senseless, %ether it's done by
I would like to offer this in
Archie Bunker or Hippies" one response to the editorial
of Oct.
hundred times.
1., by Biff Wellington. First of
all, I agree that students should
Richard Dwyer not expect
big name bands on
Orono such a low budget and low track
record as previous SEA concerts
have drawn. On the other hand,
though, it is pointless to
criticize other people's taste in
music. If people don't want to
spend their money on a band
which they won't enjoy, why
and Activities, BObbi Ives and should they go? I am one of
Dr. Thomas Aceto, for the free those people who doesn't like
soda.
"New Wave' music. By Bifrs
definition this makes me narrow
minded "and one dimensional':

there ever been any minutes to
any meetings? How is anyone
supposed to believe that any
meeting was held—never mind
believe that the investigation
was credible without any
evidence? All indicators say that
neither the meeting nor the investigation took place.
The most blatant evidence
for lack of concern on the part
of the Foundation is the report
of the alleged investigation into divestiture. I went to the UM
Foundation secretary to ask for
the report and she told me that
a report does in fact exist but

that it would not be made
public. What good is the report
then if we aren't able to read it?
What ever happened to verification? How far do you think a
student would get if she told her
teacher, "Yeah, I did the paper
that's due today but I'm not going to give it to you. You will
have to take my word for it."?
Are we no longer to look to our
own university for an example
_of ethics?
Sarah Massengill
Orono

Automatons enjoy good tunes
I don't believe that this is the
case. There are very few styles
of music which don't appeal to
me, but that is not to say that
I see no merit in them. There
are many musicians who I feel
are very talented and deserve
more credit than they receive,
although I still dislike their style
of music. I don't feel that this
qualifies me as an "automaton':
I simply don't enjoy listening to
their songs. I'm sure that Bifrs
parents don't tap their feet and
hum the tune to Biffs favorite
songs. Are they closed-minded?
Listening audiences change as
the music changes. I am one
who was left behind with
Boston, Jim Morrison, and

most of all Ronnie Van Zant,
when the Clash and Devo picked up the banner and marched•
on. Those who followed that
banner are following some of
the best talent in music today.
As for me: I enjoy staying with
the bands who paved the way
for the "New Wave" invasion. I
have used myself as an example,
but I am sure that there are
many others who feel the same
way that I do. In that light Biff,
does it make an entire college
community closed-minded
simply because the majority
doesn't enjoy the same bands as
you do?
Marc Zaffill
...°
301 Gannett "Lill

Glenn Cox
President, OCB
David Webster
Vice President, OCB
Amy

Getting your car started

T

he automobile is the lifeblood for most
Mainers. Many people can do tuneups on
their car and know how to make minor
repairs, but ultimately we all end up at the repair
shop and find ourselves at the mercy of the "experts."
Before you leave your car off at the shop, know
that you have certain legal rights to protect against
surprise repairs and charges.
Every repair facility in the state of Maine(a repair
facility being an individual who, or corporation
which, repairs vehicles for compensation) must post
a conspicuous and readable notice as to the consumer's rights. The notice must basically cover the
following facts:

I. Before the shop makes repairs, you have a right
to put in writing the total amount you agree to pay
for repairs. You don't have to pay anything over that
amount unless you agree to do so later.
2. You shall not be liable for any charge for any
repair in excess of the amount to which you agreed.
3. Before you pay your bill, you have a right to
inspect any replaced parts.'Wm even have a right to
take with you any replaced parts, unless the parts
have to be returned to ,the distributor or
manufacturer.
4. The repair shop cannot install any used or

rebuilt parts unless you specifically agree in advance.
5. The shop cannot charge you a fee for exercising any of these rights.
6. The shop must further post their hourly labor
charges. If a flat rate is charged for some repairs,
the service manager must explain what a flat rate
is and show you how much it will cost you.
If you have problems with a repair shop and cannot convince than of your rights, you may have to
first pay the extra to get back your car (note on your
check that you are paying "under protest"). If you
do not pay, the shop owner has so-called
"mechanic's lien" on your car until you pay. This
means that he or she claims partial ownership of
your car and can hold it. While the lien is only good
for the amount that was authorized to be done, you
will still have to pay to get your car and dispute the
balance later. In the unlikely event that you leave
your car at the shop for more than six months, and
providing the shop owner has complied with Maine
law regarding appropriate notice, the shop owner
may obtain title to your car from the Secretary of
State for $5.00!
Don't pay the bill by check and then stop payment on‘the check. You could be charged with "theft
ot services," a criminal offense under Maine law.

Student Legal Services

But all is not hopeless. You can, on your own, sue
the repair shop in Small Claims court. You can also
retain a lawyer to sue on your behalf. One benefit
to you under the law is that the repair shop's failure
to comply with the above law constitutes an unfair
trade practice. As an unfair trade practice you have
a right to also ask the court for your attorney's fees
and costs of the action. This fact can also possibly
be used as a bargaining tool in negotiating a settlement with the shop owner.
Finally, the duties of the repair shop and your
rights thereto may not be waived or modified. Any
waiver or modification is contrary to public policy
and is void and unenforceable.
This column is a service to the UMO community
by Student Legal Services. SLS is a pre-paid law office, located on the top floor of the Memorial
Union, which provides free and low cost legal
assistance in family law, landlord/tenant matters,
consumer protection matters, business law and small
business organization, real estate law, traffic law and
university/student matters, among others We do not
charge for our services.
SLS is a service provided by your stucknt government. As such, we are governed by a volunteer, allstudent Board of Directors. If you would like to
volunteer to be on the Board,contact gric Goodness
at the SLS office.
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THE BALL ON THE MALL
Sunday's fun on the Mall brought
three acts to UMO. At upper left, Bob
Morris of The Broken Men plays, while
The Upsetters jam at right. On opposite
page, the two young folks in the
foreground seem oblivious to the
Kinsmen Ridgerunners playing behind
them.

It's a good thing the Mall has a better use than saving four steps between
two buildings. "Ball On The Mall,"
(a catch phrase devised by Pete
Buotte, publicity manager of SEA)
was a refreshing combination of three
bands: The Upsetters, The Kingsmen
Ridgerunners and The Broken Men.
At 1 p.m. last Sunday, The Upsetters, formerly Blues Over Easy,
started up with an upbeat blues tune.
Their songs were well organized. The
solos on harmonica, piano and guitar
were integrated and interesting, with
a large repertoire of blues tunes that
started the concert with a high energy
feeling.
The Kinsmen Ridgerunners with
Rob Roper on fiddle, Paul Anderson
and Dan Rogers on guitars, Mike
Cressey on bass and Banjo Hayden
on his namesake set the mood for the
next two-thirds of the afternoon.
The annoturer suggested that people wouldn't be able to resist dancing,
and within two or three songs people
were swinging and swaying with the
music. The mix of acoustic guitar,
banjo and bass was refreshing, and
from this point on the concert was
more like a family gathering or a party. The Mall looked like a miniature
Grateful Dead concert with barefoot,
brightly colored people moving with
the beat.
The Broken Men, with Bob Morris on lead guitar, Rob Joffry on
rhythm and lead guitar, Doug Sites on
bass and Phil Engel on drums captured the sound essence of the
Grateful Dead. They plawd from the
heart, which happened to be Grateful
Dead tunes.
Hopefully "Ball on the Mall" will
become a time-honored tradition with
more student participation.

****************************
****
Apply Now to Compete in the

1986 MISS MAINE U.S.A.
PAGEANT

DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 1, 1985

(condi
Seminar For Advanced Users of Dbase Ill. Hillt
op Conference Room,
Hilltop Commons. Noon.
Moslem Friday Prayer. Drummond Chapel, Union
. Noon.

*
*
*
*

*

Fo'c

Cor
missio

T.G.I.F. Sutton Lounge, Union. 12:15 p.m.

—Safi
Animal and Veterinary Sciences Seminar. Dr.
Tom Yang: "Surimi and Texturized Seafood." 22 Rogers Hall. 1:10 p.m.
Chemical Engineering Seminar. Distinguished
Lecture Series. Dr. Ludwig
Rubenfeld, president of Todle Research Institute,
Princeton, N.J.: "Fluid Flow
in Fibrous Materials." 100 Jenness Hall..
2:10 p.m.
Forestry Panel Discussion. Mansell McCormac
k, UMO; Michael Newton,
Oregon State University; Clyde Walton, MDOT
: "Public Perception of Herbicide Use." 204 Nutting Hall. 3 — 4:15 p.m.
Fall Convocation. Speaker: L. Frank Newm
an, president, Education Commission of the States: "The University in
the 21st Century." Memorial
Gym. 4 p.m.
The Baroque Print. Opening reception
of exhibition in Carnegi Gallery
I, with lecture by David Ebitz:"The Baroq
ue Print, The Context of Its Content." 202 Carnegie Hall. 4 — 6 p.m.
Engineering Physics Seminar. RE. Larson,
Atmospheric Physics Branch,
Naval Research Lab, Washington, D.C.:
"Natural and Artificial Maritime
Aerosols." 140 Bennett Hall. 4:10 p.m.

EVERGREEN APARTMENTS

Our 1986 State Pageant will be held in February, 1986. To qualify, you
must be single,
between 17 and 24 as of may 1, 1986, and at least a six month reside
nt of this State
• thus, college dorm students are eligible. So, for some fun, excitement
and glamour, "r
phone (617) 266-3280 or write to:

Your latter MUST Include a recant snapshot, brief biography end
PHONE NUMBER

Informal Discussion With Susan Schechter All welco
me. Sutton Lounge,
Union. 10 — 11 a.m.

Planetarium Show. "Comet Halley:
Once in a Lifetime." AdMistion.
Wingate. 7 p.m.
(continued on page 9)

WHY NOT GO FOR IT??? Apply to compete
for the Title of MISS MAINE-U.S.A.. our
representative to the prestigious Miss U.S.A.
PAGEANT, to be nationally televised on CBS
in May, 1986. Over $100,000 in prizes await
the national winner.

MISS MAINE U.S.A. PAGEANT HEADQUARTERS - Dept. DC
222 Newbury St., 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116

Friday, October 11

Opening Exhibition of Baroque Prints. Carne
gie Gallery. 5 p.m.
I.V.C.F.: ACM — 'The Privileges of
Christian Ministry." North and
South Bangor Lounge. 6:30 p.m.

No Performing
Talent Required

Wade Samara
Miss Maine U.S.A. 1985

Communiqu

New, One bedroom apartments near campus,
fully furnished to accommodate two people,
on-site laundry and full basement for private
storage. Located in a forest setting.
Call RI. Realty Management
942-4815
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'Harvey' batty; logic
and madness colliding
"Harvey" — Comedy by Mary
Chase, directed by J Norman
Wilkinson, set by Michael Powers,
lighting by THE 464 class. At the
Hauck Auditorium, through October 12.

Logic and madness collide.
Although Chase sided more
with Elwood, she was just as interested in the foils that were
generated when the others tried to
behave rationally in an irrational
situation. Vita, Elwood's widow0
sister, was mistakenly locked up
when she takes her brother to a
madhouse.
In real life, society tries to
downplay man's inherent animality. In this production, Harvey
celebrates it.
Dowd (Ben Kanter) first meets
Harvey as the rabbit was I
on a lamppost one night. H
reportedly was calling Dowd
name.
"Didn't you think that was
rather peculiar?" a psychiatrist
wanted to know.
"No," Dowd replied. "You
know how it is in a small town;
everybody knows everybody
else."
Kanter gave a fine, but
sometimes an uncontrolled, performance. An inspired performance by Elizabeth Moore (Vita)
was merely delightful. Clearly, Ms.
Moore seemed to age beyond her
years — and beyond her stage
make-up, too.
Barry Pineo, thankfully, plays
Dr. William Chumley, a
psychiatrist who gives an emotional truth to a strange situation.
The supporting cast, sprinkled
with ace performers, included
Kathleen Murphy, Richard Rose,
Joanna Whitmore and Luke
Hedger.
Michael Powers designed a set
where form followed function and
aesthetics. J. Norman Wilkinson,
professor of theatre and the play's
director, provided the theatrical
sparks.

REVIEW
by M.C. Datis
Staff Writer

Lounge,

Communiqué
(continued from page 8)

.e Room,

Fo'c'sle. Lown Rooms, Union. 7:30 p.m.
Concert. Ludlow Hallman, baritone, and Lillian Garwood, pianist. Admission. Hauck. 8 p.m
—Saturday, October 12

and Tex-

Ludwig
uid Flow

Maine Bound: Intoductory Rock Climbing (Sunday Also). Call 581-1794
to register.
Focus: Outdoor Recreation Trip. Admission. Call 581-1793.
Catholic Liturgy. Newman Center. *30 p.m.

Newton,
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)fl CornEemorial
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SEA Movie: Dirty Harry. 101 Neville Hall. $2 with UMO IAA and $2.50
public. Shows at 7 and 9:30 p.m.

In all fairness, it must be stated
that Harvey — as it was done in
the production that opened in
Hauck Auditorium Wednesday --might be a real six-foot tall, white
rabbit and not imaginary at all.
But that's another issue and, as
such, is beyond the scope of this
article.
Mary Chase's Pulitzer Prizewinning play about a genial
alcoholic who is accompanied by
his best friend, an invisible white
rabbit named Harvey, is — in the
best sense of the word — batty.
Elwood R Dowd is a charming
person who is child-like, if not at
times a bit childish. He's the
nucleus of it all. His dry humor is
the hook.
Most of the other characters
never see Harvey as Ehsood does.
Hence, the audience can safely
assume at that point the plot will
thicken.
Characters in Harvey are inconvenienced by the imaginary
rabbit, which is classified within
the text as a Pooka from Celtic
folklore (which may explain why
the fuzzy creature frequents the
neighborhood bars so often).
Strangely, while looking through
Elwood's eyes, one is almost convinced that the rabbit is a regular
cast member.

CINEMA CENTERS CORP
..
....

...WHERE THE MOVIES ARE

NEES
BANGOR MALL MATI
EVERY

CINEMAS 1-8
TEL94

Sunday, Odober 13

1-95 (EXIT 49) STILLWATER AVENUE

Whitewater Rafting 'Rip. Kennebec River. Register with Maine Bound Office, Second Floor, Union. Cost — $50 plus $5 if transportation from UMO
to river is needed.

REMO WILLIAMS
Eves 8:40 and 9:10
Sun MOD's 110 and 4:00(P3-13)

Eves 7:30 and 10:00
Sat-Sun Matinee 1:40 and 410(R)

SWEET DREAMS
Catholic Liturgy. Newman Center. 9:30 a.m. and 6:15 p.m.
MCA: Protestant Worship. Lown Room. 11 a.m.
"Journey in Faith." Newman Center. 2 p.m.

JAGGED EDGE

Eves 8:50 and 9:20
Sun Matinee 1240 and 3:15 (P3-13)

Eves 700 and 9:30
Sat-Sun Matinee 12:50 and 3:40 (R)

COMMANDO

INVASION U.S.A.

Eves 7:20 and 9:50
Sat-Sun Matinee 1:30 and 4:30 (R)

Eves 710 and 9:40
Sat-Sun Matinee 12:30 and 4:20(R)

BACK TO THE FUTURE

AGNES OF GOD
Eves 8:30 and 9:00
Sat-Sun Matinee 1:00 and 3:30 (PG)

Eves 8:15 and 8:50
Sat-Sun Matinee 1:20 and 3:50 (PG)

—Monday, October 14

DAY!
2-1303
SILVER BULLET

•

Fulbright Awards. Application forms and information for graduate study
research abroad may be obtained from Dr. Jefferson White, 11 the Maples,
Ext. 3863. Deadline October 15.
Family Entertainment Series. Penobscot Valley School of Gymnastics Show
and movie "Yellow Submarine." Admission. Lown Rooms, Union. 9 a.m.
— 12 noon.
Plant & Soils Club-team.
- Dr. David Fimente!, Cornell University: "Alternatives for a Positive Agriculture." 101 Neville Hall. 7 p.m.

FIRE DRILLS
SAVE LIVES!
LEARN NOT TO BURN
Fire Prey
.entiofi Week 00.6.12.

--- R

..•.•.......

CINEMAS 1-4

BREWER SHOPPiNt, CENTER

ROUTE 1A

989-33131.

COCOON

MATINEES SAT
SUN •HOLIDAYS
RAMBO II

Eves 8:30 and 9:00
Sat-Sun Matinee 100 P3-13)

Eves 8:40 and 8:45
Sat-Sun Matinee 115(R)

ST. ELMO'S FIRE

BEVERLY HILLS COP

Eves 800 and 8:20
Sat-Sun Matinee 1:30 R

Eves 7:00 and 9:20
Sat-Sun Matinee 1:40 R

?ba957587_9_9375295795?57575752S66256?5825

ELLSWORTH CINEMAS
MAINE COAST MALL
RT. 1A 667-3251

Orono-UMO Area
New deluxe 3 bedroom
apts., 5 min. from UMO.
Call for appointment now.
945-0980 days, 866-4071
evenings.
g-t9R9c2999',6660.1V56hes62S2c8-29SecaS2S

MATINEES SAT
SUN•HOLIDAYS

VOLUNTEERS: Eves 9:30
BLACK CALDRON: 1:30 6:45
.•............

.•.•.:.•

FOLLOW 'THAT BIRD 1:45
GHOSTBUSTERS 7:00 915
..•.•••••••••.

See Our Ad in Mon. Bangor Daily for Football
Special
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Sports
Div. I-AA No. 1 at IMO Saturday
by Jon Rununler
Staff Writer
When the University of Richmond
spins into campus for Saturday's 1:05
p.m. contest against the University of
Maine football team at Alumni Field,
the question lingering on many minds
might be what makes the Spiders the No.
I ranked team in Division I-AA?
"We're able to complement each other
• in all three stages of the game," Richmond coach Dal Shealy " claimed.
"Whether its offense, defense or special
teams, we've played balanced-1'6otball."
With that question answered, the obvious follow-up is; do the Black Bears,
3-2 overall and 0-2 in the Yankee Conference, haw a chance against the 5-0
Spiders?
If UMO coach Buddy Ikevens and
Shealy's comments are any indication,
the answer could be yes.
"Richmond is the same caliper team
as the University of Rhode Island and
Boston University," Teevens said.
Now, its a matter of putting everything
together.
"We have to cut down on mistakes and
turnovers. \Wye been fairly successful in
that respect. Against URI we had 13
penalties, eight with BU and six last
week. If we keep the turnovers down we
should do fairly well."
Shealy also gave the impression that
UR figures to work for its 11th straight
regular-season victory.
"We're trying to prepare for a very
good football team, which is much improved from last year," said Shealy,
referring to URs 30-13 home win against

UMO la Ray Paquette abuses BU QB Pat Mancini in earlier
action. UMO would lice to do the same for UR.(McMahon photo)
Maine last season. "People (opponents)
have had to comeback and play hard in
the fourth quarter against Maine. And
that's a tribute to their team."

UR, a YC team that won't be eligible
for the league title until next year, will
test Maine's defense with three running
backs that have compiled over 1,000

career rushing yards and possibly the
most potent passing combination in the
school's history.
To contend with the UR attack,
Teevens said, "The defense will be tested.
But we should be in pretty good shape.
We've thrown in a few wrinkles and
know well just have to see what happens."
The three backs leading the UR
control-minded attack are TBs Dan Hol—
ly and Greg Grooms, and FB Dave
Bayer. The 6-foot, 205-pound Holly is
the team's leading rusher wkh 349 yards
on 76 carries. Bayer has 312 yards on 63
carries and Grooms 163 yards on 45
carries.
Spiders' quarterback Bob Bleier,
who's related to former Pittsburgh
Steelers' back Rocky Bleier, broke the
school's completion record last week. On
the season the 6-foot-3, 200-pound QB
has hit on 61-of-94 (64.9 completion
percentage) for 737 yards. He has six
touchdown strikes.
Bleier's favorite receiver is split end
Leland Melvin. The 6-foot, 175 pound
receiver tied the whools' career reception
record — held by UR consensus AllAmerican Walker Gillette — last
weekend against -Western Illinois with
five catches. He has 25 receptions this
season for 380 yards and is looking for
No. 159 against UMO.
Another way Teevens hopes to hinder
the Spiders' attack is by controlling the
game with the Black Bears' offense. Last
week, UMO opened the floodgates and
scored 51 points against Central Connecticut State University.
(see FOOTBALL page 12)

UMO field hockey wants to break .500 mark
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
The 5-7 UMO field hockey team
would like to break the .500 mark for the
first time this season as the Black Bears
hopscotch from Portland to Plymouth,
N.H and back to Portland for another
"three-day weekend" starting Friday.
"I think we can do it," co-captain

Kim Morison said, "but well take one
game at a time."
The first stop is at the University of
Southern Maine where the ganie begins
at 3 p.m. After the USM game the Black
Bears play Plymouth State College
Saturday (12 p.m.) and Providence College Sunday (1 p.m.).
USM, coached by Paula Hodgdon,
are 5-3. Its most recent contest, however,
ended in a 3-2 overtime loss at Bowdoin
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The Editor position for the Prism
Yearbook is now open. If you are
interested in this unique and
salaried opportunity to be Editor
or Co-Editor, a formal interview will
be held at 12:20 p.m., Tues., Oct. 15
in 104 Lord Hall. Please contact
Mike Mardosa, Prism Advisor, at
581-3752.

College Wednesday. It was the most
goals Husky tender Karen Beaudoin has
allowed this season. Beaudoin has given
up only six goals all season while recording five shutouts.
Four of those five shutouts USM won
1-0. In those victories the Huskies have
relied heavily on its leading scorer,
Georgia Gould (six goals). Gould has
three-of-the-four single-goal tallies for
game winners.
Co-captain Michelle Fowler feels its
important for the Black Bears not to
"play down to USM's level."
"Everyone is really excited about the
Plymouth State and Providence games,
but we can't let down for USM," she
said.
"We haven't shown them what we really can do," Morison said referring to
last year's contest where the Huskies
gave the Black Bears some trouble before
UMO pulled out the victory.
5?5625-15258-2562_525-25-2586
- 2- 525-25-8?S7S-625257_58--25-44.,

Orono-UMO Area
New deluxe rooms, partially
furnished, heat and lights included. $50/week. Call for apintment now. 945-0980
days, 866-4071 evenings.

12°
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UMO's second stop is at Plymouth
State, where the visiting Black Bears take
the field against the Na 13 ranked Division III team in the nation. The Panthers
are also ranked No. 3 in Division III New
England.
Plymouth, still undefeated at 7-0-1, is
coached by Dot Diehl and the captains
are Robin Krasko and Kit Kershaw.
Krasko is also the starting goalie for the
Panthers. She is averaging 14 saves per
game. Junior forward Cindy Ingerson is
leading the team in scoring.
The final stop on the Black Bears tour
is against Providence. The Friars are the
only Division I team Maine faces this
weekend and Morison said the contests
are always close.
The game will be played at Cape
Elizabeth High - School because Providence wanted to meet UMO halfway
to decrease its traveling time. The Friars,
2-5-2, are coached by Jackie Gladu. The
tri-captains are Beth Galluzzo, Patty
Hanlon and Lisa McGilvary.

COLLEGE PARK
1 bedroom Apts. Walking
distance to UMO. Semester
lease $300 plus. For rental
into call 947-1271.
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Soccer team looks for
win at Plymouth State
The Black Bears' offensive unit may
run into trouble Saturday. The Panther's
forte is defense, and goalie 'Terry Dimick
The UMO soccer team is bracing for has five shutouts already this season.
a tightly contested match against the Dimick's only loses are to Norwich
Plymouth State Panthers Saturday at ' University, University of MassachusettsBoston, and the University of New
Plymouth, N.H.
Hampshire.
The Black Bears, 5-4, look to get back
on the winning track after losing to
UMOs last victory came against the
Southern Connecticut State 2-0 Sunday. Wildcats last Friday. The Black
Bears
The Panthers are 6-3, and though los- defeated UNH 2-0. Maine now would
ing to Maine last year 3-0, this year's like to add Plymouth State to its win colsqaud is a very strong team, according umn
to UMO coach Jim Dyer.
But, according to .the coaches, the
"They work hard together and have a Black Bears need to develop a consistenstrong program for a Division III cy in controlling the ball.This has been
team," Dyer said. "Our team has to the weakness plaguing UMO the past
work together and develop a consisten- few weeks.
cy of dominating the play."
Scott Atherley, midfielder for the
The Black Bears All-New England Black Bears said,"We should beat them
goalie Jeff Spring will have his hands full if we all play to our potential, and cut
trying to stop Gaspered D'Alexis, down
on bad passes."
Plymouth States offensive machine.
Ryen Munro, a UMO forward, stated,
D'Alexis with four goals and two assists "The team will win if we continue to
will surely pressure UMO.
play the way we've been playing."
by Mike Collins
Staff Writer
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UMO forward Jay Hedlund pushes the ball up the sideline in
Sunday's 2-0 loss to Southern Connecticut State. (Valenti photo)

SPORTS ABOUND
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The women's cross country team
will be looking to avenge last year's
one-point loss to the University of
New Hampshire when they run
host to the Wildcats Saturday at
11:00 a.m starting on Alumni
Field.
Leading the way for the
undefeated Black Bears(10-0) will
be Rose Prest, Kathy 11-acy, Helen
Dawe, and Theresa Lewis.
UNH will be paced by Patti
Martin, who placed 19th in the
New England Championships a
year ago, Sally Perkins, of Kennebunk, Maine, and Tara Teevens,
sister of UMO football coach Buddy Teevens.
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The women's tennis team will
take on two-time defending champion Etowdoin College, as well as
Colby College and Bates College
in the MAIAW Championships
Saturday and Sunday at Colby in
Waterville.
Key for UMO will be the play of
singles players Anne Martinson
and Cindy Sprague. The doubles
combinations of Martinson and
Tammy Fitch, and Sprague and Liz
Geitner will also prove important.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Orel
Hershiser pitched Los Angeles to
an 8-2 victory over the masterful
St. Louis Cardinals Thursday night
and helped throw the switch on a
power surge that carried the
Dodgers to a sweep of the first two
games of the National League
playoffs.
Greg Brook hit a two-run home
run in the fourth inning off
Joaquin Andujar, and Ken
Landreaux double twice and singled, drove in a run and scored three
times. Bill Madlock added three
singles, two of which drove in runs,
to the Dodgers' 13-hit attack.
Hershiser, 19-3 with 11 consecutive victories to close the
season, allowed eight hits and gave
up only one St. Louis run until the
ninth. He also drove in the
Dodgers' first run to -ingnite a
three-run third inning.
Hershiser walked rpm, struck out
four, and got into his groove after
muddling through some earlyinning problems. At one point in
the late innings, he retired eight in
a row and allowed three hits in the
final five innings, including two in
the ninth when the Cardinals
scored their second run.
The playoffs move to St. Louis
for Games 3, 4 and 5 on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday.
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UMO goalie Jeff Spring dives to block a shot Sunday against
Southern Connecticut. Spring hltS four shutouts. (Valenti photo)

BANGOR MALL
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Lown Room from 7 p.m. on
FREE Board Games and Food

Friday. October 11.
Joan Wellbauser and Monique Hagopian. Folk and easy Istening.
Saturday, October 12:
Mario Cavalcantl and Paul Gutman. Classical guitar, Brazilian music.
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OF°otball

continued from page 10)

"We have to control the tempo of the
game," Teevens said. "We have to give
our defense a rest for us to be successful.
"We've done a much better job running the football. It helps balance our attack. Earlier we would go three downs
and punt. Now, we should be able to
drive."

The Black Bears will be calling upon
quarterback Bob Wilder and tailbacks
Doug Dorsey and Lance Theobald. On
the year, Wilder has completed 86-of-162
for 922 yards. Dorsey has 495 yards
on
105 attempts and is averaging 99 yards
per game. Theobald, who saw consistent

action last week, is averaging 4.3 yards
Senior free safety Taylor Lackey has
per carry.
led the team in the secondary this
Shealy said the Black Bears' offense, season. Lackey has had one interception
which has affectively added the pass to in all four games this year. And, in adits arsenal, will generate some points. At dition to Lackey, Shealy said strong safethe same time however, he's confident ty Calvin Bell and linebacker Damo
n
the secondary can keep it under control. Miller sure up a solid Spiders' backfield.
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Fast Acting Teddy Bears!
and other funky animals!

Extra-Strength Cards!

•
Light up your life!

Ti
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Incredible Gift Wrap!

by Ft(
Staff

Soothing Candles!

Good for every occasion!

Powerful Posters!
Visit other lands!

Scrumptious Candies!
Made by the sweet-tooth fairy!

kmazing T-shirts & Sweats!
Startle and delight your friends!

_FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OCT. 11-12 ONLY

Keep your intentions set-e-t!

TAKE 15% OFF

Fool your friends!

ANY ONE ITEM
OF YOUR CHOICE

PLUS

FREE BALLOONS for the kids!
(Emblazoned with our terrific
new logo, of course!)
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NEW HOURS!
Open 9:30 - 9:00
Monday - Saturday

Halloween Make-up!

NEW LOCAlTION!

A few exciting holes
where some new items
haven't come in!
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